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ABSTRACT
There are many difficulties facing a handwritten Arabic recognition system such as unlimited variation in 
human handwriting, similarities of distinct character shapes, interconnections of neighbouring 
characters and their position in the word. The typical Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems are 
based mainly on three stages, preprocessing, features extraction and recognition. This paper proposes 
new methods for handwritten Arabic character recognition which is based on novel preprocessing 
operations including different kinds of noise removal also different kind of features like structural, 
Statistical and Morphological features from the main body of the character and also from the secondary 
components. Evaluation of the accuracy of the selected features is made. The system was trained and 
tested by back propagation neural network with CENPRMI dataset. The proposed algorithm obtained 
promising results as it is able to recognize 88% of our test set accurately. In Comparable with other 
related works we find that our result is the highest among other published works.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Arabic alphabet is used by a wide variety of languages besides Arabic (especially in Africa 
and Asia) such as Persian, Kurdish, Malay and Urdu. The estimated number of historical Arabic 
manuscripts exceeds three millions [1], so we translate images of typewritten or handwritten 
text into machine-editable text encoded in a standard encoding scheme (ASCII). Handwritten 
text recognition of such as Arabic text is an active research problem [2]. 
OCR systems have expanded to recognize Latin alphabets, Japanese Katakana syllabic 
characters, Kanji (Japanese version of Chinese) characters, Chinese characters, Hangul 
characters, etc. 
Work on Arabic OCR started in 1970s [3]. The first published work on Arabic OCR dates back 
to 1975 [5]. The first Arabic OCR system was made available in 1990s [6]. The recognition of 
Arabic handwriting presents some unique challenges and benefits to the researchers [7]. 
Although more than three decades have passed, there has been a lack of effort in the recognition 
of Arabic handwritten texts compared to the recognition of texts in other scripts [6].
There are many other applications for analysis of human handwriting such as writer 
identification and verification, form processing, interpreting handwritten postal addresses on 
envelopes and reading currency amounts on bank checks etc. The main problem encountered 
when dealing with handwritten Arabic characters is that characters written by different persons 
representing the same character are not identical but can vary in both size and shape. Unlimited 
variation in human handwriting styles similarities of distinct character shapes, character 
overlaps, and interconnections of neighboring characters. In addition, the mood of the writer and 
the writing situation can have an effect on writing styles.
Arabic Writing System is different than English; Arabic is written from right to left and is 
always cursive. It has 28 basic characters. Thus, roughly the alphabet set can expand to 84 
different shapes according to the position of the letter (beginning, middle, end or isolated) as 
well as according to the style of writing (Nasekh, Roqa’a, Farisi and others).
A character is drawn in an isolated form when it is written alone and is drawn in three other 
forms when it is written connected to other characters in the word. For example, the character 
Ain has four forms: isolated (ع), initial (ـع), medial (ـعـ) and final (عـ).
The secondary components are character components that are disconnected from the main body.
Sixteen Arabic letters have from one to three secondary components (dots).
The type and position of the secondary components are very important features of Arabic 
letters. For example, Tah (ط) and Thah (ظ) differ only by the number of dots above the main 
body, Seen (س) and Sheen (ش), Saad (ص) and Daad (ض).
Another important kind of variations in drawing the secondary components appears mostly in 
drawing two or three dots. As shown in table1 Sheen (ش), the three dots come in three 
variations: isolated, connected and linked to the character, respectively. Also Taa (ت) can be 
drawn in two variations: two isolated dots or one short horizontal dashed line. 
Another kind of differences between characters depended only on the position of the two dots; 
Taa (ت), Yaa (ي) and Taa (ت), Yaa (ي) respectively. 
There is also another classification challenge; that some characters which contain secondary 
components can also be written without those secondary components depending on “Roqa’a” 
writing styles. For example is Alif (أ) which can be drawn with hamza (default) or without it (ا).
Another difficulty in recognizing the secondary components comes due to quickly writing, as 
writers draw them connected to the main body. 
Intensive researches have been done to solve the problem of handwritten Arabic character 
recognition. Various approaches have been proposed to deal with this problem. Many 
approaches have been adopted in various ways to improve accuracy and efficiency.
Gheith et al. [7] extracted 96 features from the letter’s secondary components, main body, 
skeleton, and boundary. These features are evaluated and best subsets of varying sizes are 
selected using five feature selection techniques.  The evolutionary algorithm has the highest 
time complexity but it selects feature subsets that give the highest recognition accuracies.
Abdelazeem et al [8] and Abandah et al [9] used vertical and horizontal projections which gave 
us more valuable information to capture the distribution of ink along one of the two dimensions 
in the character. Another kind of useful feature is topological features. 
Many approaches and techniques have been proposed like [10-14] used loops, dots, curves, 
relative locations, height, sizes of parts of characters, loop positions and types, line positions 
and directions and turning points. Others like [15-17] used statistics from moments of horizontal 
and vertical projection. Histogram of slopes along contour is used by [18].
Recent attempts for online recognition of Arabic characters can be seen in Kherallah et al. 
[19],[20], Mezghani and Mitiche [21], Saabni and El-Sana [22], and Sternby et al.[23].
Benjelil et al. [24], Ben Cheikh et al. [25], Kanoun et al. [26], Khan et al. [27], Ben Moussa et 
al. [28], Prasad et al. [29], Saeeda and Albakoor [30],  and Slimane et al. [31] work with printed 
Arabic text.
In this paper we use Neural Networks as a classifier like [32] which proposed a system for the 
recognition of handwritten Arabic characters recognition. Also Sherif and Mostafa [33-43] 
presented a parallel design for backpropagation Neural Networks approach in order to accelerate 
the computation process. But another kind of Neural network called Learning Vector 
Quantization (LVQ) was used in [35] for handwritten Arabic character recognition. 
Bluche and Ney [36], Kozielski [37] made a combination of a convolutional neural network with 
a HMM gave better results compared with recurrent neural networks, instead of using only 
HMM in [38]. Another combination between neural networks and HMM had been done in [39].
While others [40-41] used SVM (support vector machine) as a classifier for Arabic numbers and 
for texts [42].
The goal of this work is to develop a reliable offline OCR system for handwritten Arabic 
characters. 
First we make different kind of noise removal then we used different kind of features:
- Whole body features: Which represent features like vertical and horizontal projection and 
number of connected components like Hamza and dots. 
- Secondary component features. Which represent features like secondary component height, 
width and the pixel ratio.
Back propagation Neural network is then used to classify the characters based on the features 
that were extracted from the input character. Figure 1 summarizes the methodology adopted in 
this paper.
Figure1.  Block diagram of the proposed system
This paper is organized in four sections. Section 2 describes the methodology of our work 
including Binarization, normalization, noise removal Algorithms, feature extraction techniques, 
Classification stage; which used classifier including its architecture, training and testing phase. 
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Section 3 provides experimental results included classification accuracy, comparison between 
our work and others and our contributions. Finally, Section 4 describes the main conclusions 
and future work.
2.  MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Binarization
Our purpose of this step is to convert the input image to binary image based on threshold. We
use Otsu’s method [43] to convert the grey character image to a binary image which is a 
normalized intensity value that lies in the range [0, 1].
we use Otsu method because it is a global binarization technique and also its short running time; 
the Mean running time for the Otsu’s binarization method was 2.0 secs and this is one of the 
lowest running time (Original Sauvola algorithm [44] takes 12.6 secs).
2.2 Slant Correction
The basic idea is to locate near-vertical strokes in the character and estimate the average slant of 
the character from these strokes. Then, the slant in a character is corrected by applying a shear 
transformation to the character.
2.3 Normalization.
Normalization is to regulate the size, position, and shape of character images, so as to reduce the 
shape variation between the images of same class. Handwritten character images typically 
shows strong variability in appearance due to different writing styles.
Such variability calls for preprocessing techniques suitable for recognition of handwritten text. 
Size normalization is an important pre-processing technique in character recognition because 
the character image is mapped onto a predefined size so as to give a representation of fixed 
dimensionality for classification.
We use the Linear Backward mapping method [45] for binarization.
2.4 Noise removal
2.4.1 Median filtering 
Although that noise removal techniques have the effect of slightly distorting the actual image, 
but often this is a small price to pay for the removal of distracting noise and also we were so 
circumspect when choosing suitable techniques and their parameters. We use median filtering 
[46] for reducing random noise. For example, the image in figure2 (a) its middle pixel is 
affected by image noise, and has a value (100) much higher than the brightness values of the 
grey. If we take the pixel values and sort them in increasing order, we get: 25, 30, 30, 35, 35, 
40, 40, 45, and 100. The middle of these nine values is 35, so we assign the value 35 to the 
middle pixel. The result looks like the second image (b). But by taking the middle (or median) 
value, the influence of the bright pixel is ignored. When we apply this sort of median filter all 
over an image with scattered pixels of noise, we effectively get rid of the noise. 
Figure 2. Median filtering (a) Original image (b) Image after median filtering
In this paper, we adopt a 3 × 3 median filter was because it gave us the best result. 
2.4.2 Morphological noise removal 
Filling: fill isolated interior pixels, such as the center pixel in the pattern below see Figure 4 (a).
For each pixel p in the binary image I, we check each pixel neighbors and decide whether P to 
be 0 or 1 if B(p) =7, where B(p) is the number of non-zero neighbors of p. 
Cleaning: Remove isolated pixels, such as the centre pixel in the pattern below see Figure 4 
(b). For each pixel p in the binary image I, we check each pixel neighbors and decide whether P 
to be 0 or 1, if B(p) =0, where B(p) is the number of zero neighbors of p. 
Removing: Remove isolated pixels (individual 1s that are surrounded by 0s), such as the center 
pixel in the pattern below see Figure 4 (c). For each pixel p in the binary image I, check the four
neighbors and decide whether P to be 0 or 1, if B(p) =0, where B(p) is the number of non-zero 
neighbors of p.
p p p
Figure 3. (a) filling (b) cleaning (c) removing
Another kind Morphological operation used in this paper is Dilation: 
2.4.3 Dilation[47]
This Morphological technique exposes an image to a small shape called structuring element; 
this structuring element is positioned at all possible locations in the image and it is compared 
with the corresponding neighborhood of pixels. Some operations test whether the element "fits" 
within the neighborhood, while others test whether it "hits" or intersects the neighborhood. 
Figure 3 shows how dilation works.
Figure 3. Exposing image A to a structuring element B
In this paper we use a square of 2x2 of ones as a structuring element as it gives us the best 
dilation job.
2.5 Feature Extraction
2.5.1 Structural Features:
2.5.1.1 Upper and Lower profile.
The upper and lower profiles capture the outlining shape of a connected part of the character. 
Upper (or lower) connected part profile is computed by measuring the distance (pixel count) of 
each column group from the top (or, bottom) of the bounding box of the connected part to the 
closest ink pixel in that column group.
2.5.1.2 Horizontal and Vertical projection profiles.
Vertical profile is the sum of white pixels perpendicular to the y axis. It is computed by 
scanning the character column wise along the y-axis and counting the number of white pixels in 
each column. The character is traced vertically along the y-axis. The column wise sum of 
number of white pixels present in each column.
Similarly, the horizontal projection profile is sum of black pixels but it is perpendicular to the x 
axis. The character is traced horizontally along the x-axis. The row wise sum of number of 
white pixels present in each row.
2.5.2 Statistical Features:
2.5.2.1 Connected components.
A pixel p at coordinates (x,y) has adjacent neighbors whose  coordinates are (x+1,y), (x-1,y), 
(x,y+1) and (x,y-1). This set of 4 neighbors of p denoted N4 (p) is illustrated in figure 4, where 
the four diagonal neighbors of p have coordinates (x+1,y+1), (x+1,y-1), (x-1,y+1) and (x-1,y-1) 
respectively.
Figure 4.  (a) Adjacent neighbors (b) Diagonal neighbors
Connected component is an important feature because most of Arabic characters contain one or 
more connected components like (ي ,ك ,ق ,غ ,ض ,ذ ,خ ,ث ,ت ,ب ,أ), so this feature can be 
effective for distinguishing among those characters which contain connected components and 
others which don’t contain connected components.
We identify the main body easily as it is usually the largest component so any other connected 
components are considered as secondaries.
2.5.3 Topological features:
2.5.3.1 End points.
Another feature that is useful is the number of end points in the character. Those points have 
only one neighbor and the other three neighbors are noise.
We dilate the image to join all its parts. Dilation essentially just adds pixels around existing 
white pixels, then we shrink the image to points (removes pixels so that objects without holes 
shrink to a point, and objects with holes shrink to a connected ring halfway between each hole
and the outer boundary). Finally we find the pixel that is still white, which i is the row and j is 
the column of the white pixel in image such that image(i,j) is equal to 1. All the other pixels 
should be 0 in the image.
2.5.3.2 Pixel Ratio.
The character area is the total number of white (foreground) and black pixels (background) of 
the character. Pixel ratio is: (the number of white pixels / the number of black pixels).
2.5.3.3 Height to Width Ratio.
Since different people write same characters in different sizes, the absolute width and height are 
not reliable features for Arabic handwritten characters. However, some Arabic characters are 
wider than others. Therefore, the aspect ratio (height/width ratio) of the character is a useful 
feature.
2.5.4 Feature Normalization
The attribute data which might have different ranges (min to max) is scaled to fit in a specific 
range [0, 1]. We use Min–max normalization method [48] for normalization.
2.6 Classification 
We use The Feed Forward Neural Network (back propagation) [49] which is considered one of 
the most powerful classifiers. The number of hidden units of ANN should be selected to be high 
enough to model the problem at hand but not too high to overfit. The number of hidden units is 
selected to have the best performance on the validation set.
2.6.1 Network Architecture
The neural network needs 133 inputs and 28 neurons in its output layer to identify the letters.
The network is a two-layer network. The log-sigmoid [50] activation function at the output layer 
was picked because its output range (0 to 1) is perfect for learning to output Boolean values. 
The function generates outputs between 0 and 1 as the neuron’s net input goes from negative to 
positive infinity see Figure 5.
a = logsig(n)
Figure 5. Log-sigmoid activation function.
In building the network, the data was divided randomly into two categories. Training data 
consisted of 80% of the data. The remaining 20% of the data was assigned to the testing data. 
2.6.2 Network Training
To create a network that can handle noisy input vectors (characters) it is best to train the 
network on both ideal and noisy characters.
The network is trained to output a 1 in the correct position of the output vector and to fill the 
rest of the output vector with 0’s. 
Back propagation training method is followed. This method was selected because of its 
simplicity and because it has been previously used on a number of pattern recognition problems. 
The method uses in this work called principle of gradient descent [51]. 
This function is useful because the conjugate gradient algorithms have relatively modest 
memory requirements. Memory is important when working with large networks, and yet it is 
much faster than other algorithms [52].
In this paper we stop the network training is if the sum of squared error falls below 0.001.
2.6.3 Testing the Network 
After many trials of eliminating, adding and modifying features and also adjusting network 
hidden layers; after 70 neurons network performance does not increase. A network of 70 
neurons in hidden layer was able to predict about 88% of the input characters correctly.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The test set size used in the experiments is 308 characters, Experimental results are presented 
and the best 10 recognized characters are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Recognition rates for best 10 Arabic characters in the proposed system.
No Character Recognition Percentage
1 خ 100%
2 ج 100%
3 ص 100%
4 ف 100%
5 ن 100%
6 و 100%
7 غ 99%
8 ه 97%
9 أ 96%
10 ل 96%
The achieved results are very promising. Experimental results showed that the proposed method 
give a recognition rate of about 88% for all letters although we get success rate of 100% for 
some letters.
As compared to the previous works we find that Aburas [53] system achieved 70% of 
recognition rate, also Khedher [54] system achieved 73.4% of recognition rate, Taani [55] 
system achieved 75.3% of recognition rate. We achieved 1% increase in recognition over the 
Abandah [56] system. All of those systems work on isolated handwritten Arabic characters.
In this work Statistical and structural features were combined from the main body or the 
boundary with other features to get high recognition accuracy. 
These features include the letter form, secondary type (Hamza,dots) and number of those 
secondary components. The results shown in the previous table illustrate that higher recognition 
accuracies are achieved using the proposed feature extraction technique. Extracting features 
from the main body and secondary components provides more valuable features that exploit the 
recognition potential of the secondary components of handwritten Arabic letters (comparison 
between س and ش, ص and ض). These results also confirm the importance of the secondary 
components of the handwritten Arabic letters.
After many trials of eliminating, adding and modifying features and also adjusting neural 
network hidden layers
Our database of handwritten Arabic samples is CENPRMI [57] dataset. It includes Arabic off-
line isolated handwritten characters. The database contains 11620 characters (about 332 samples 
for each character). These characters were written according to 12 different templates by 13 
writers, with each template adopted by 5–8 writers. The 11620 character samples are divided 
into three groups 198, 67 and 67 for training, validating and testing purposes respectively. 
We found that the Recognition rate is between 100% for easy to recognize letter forms and 61% 
for the hardest letter forms. Table 2 shows the ten letter forms that have the lowest classification 
rate.
Table 2. Worst 10 recognized characters.
No Character Recognition Rate
1 ق 61%
2 ع 66%
3 ت 69%
4 ض 72%
5 ث 76%
6 س 78%
7 ز 80%
8 ك 81%
9 د 83%
10 ظ 83%
These ten letters are always drawn with loops or drawn with loops in some writing variations. 
There are substantial similarities among multiple Arabic letter form groups that have loops. 
Often the sole difference between such letters is a subtle difference in the loop’s shape. 
Moreover, letters with secondaries tend to have low recognition accuracies because the 
variations in drawing the dots or hamzas give inaccuracies in extracting the secondary type 
feature. Moreover that multiple dots in some writing styles may be isolated (Naskh writing 
style) or continued dash (Rekaa writing style). After careful examination of the samples that 
were incorrectly recognized, we concluded that most of these samples are hard to recognize 
even by a human expert reader. However, we think that the door is open to search for extracting 
new features that capture subtle differences in loop shapes and secondary types.
4. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an approach for extracting features to achieve high recognition accuracy of 
handwritten Arabic characters. 
We tune the used parameters during the preprocessing phase including binarization, 
normalization and some noise removal methods accurately to preserve all useful information 
that can be extracted from the character. Our algorithm extracts useful features not only from 
the main body, but also from the secondary components of the character. It also overcomes 
some of handwritten characters variations.
Selecting proper features for recognizing handwritten Arabic characters can give better 
recognition accuracies, therefore our feature included statistical, morphological and topological 
features. We pay high attention for character secondaries which enable us to distinguish 
between characters as this is the only way to distinguish between some characters.
Although, there are some challenges with some characters, but the overall recognition rate is 
perfect especially when compared to other handwritten Arabic characters systems. 
After examining the recognition accuracy of each character we found that the recognition rate is 
between 100% for the easiest recognized characters such as (و, ن and ص) and 61% and 66% for 
the hardest recognized characters such as (ق and ع), respectively. 
We think that this is because those characters contain loops and also they can have different 
characteristics from one to other writing style. We hope also that we complete system for 
recognizing handwritten Arabic text passing through segmentation techniques for words into 
characters.
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